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Greetings Fellow Collectors,
Much has happened since Augusts' newsletter! The most exciting news (we don’t discuss
politics here) is this summer’s R. Atkinson Fox Society’s All-Illustrators convention to be held in
Portland, Oregon. I mention “all illustrators” since our club has members who collect artists
other than R. A. Fox. Our convention coordinator, Russ Salazar, will provide an update on the
following page.

Being a multi-faceted collecting club, we gain much knowledge and insight about the artwork
produced during the Golden Age of Illustration. Although we focus on Fox, we think it’s also
important to share information about how such artwork was painted, produced, and distributed
in the early 1900s. In broadening our appreciation of other period artists, we’ve been able to
learn more about Fox himself and as well as the challenges & opportunities involved in
producing such wonderful art for calendars, magazine covers, puzzles, fans or as framed prints.
Another piece of exciting news is that the Fox Society Is diving into social media! We’ve
created a Facebook page dedicated to our club. Chris Wong, who suggested and implemented
the idea, provides an overview of how this works.

As we look forward to the upcoming year, we’re planning more exciting information to share
about R. A. Fox and his contemporaries. New discoveries are continually made. We’ve
identified at least one image already as a new Fox Find and are working on verifying several
others. This last week in fact, we’ve been made aware of a large number of possible Fox
images never before seen! These are reported to include several scarce previously identified
Fox images alongside others with the same theme and painting styles. We can’t wait to tell you
what we’ve discovered. Yes, there’s much to show and tell in the 2017 year!
Now, as we close out 2016, is a great time to review the mission and objectives of the Society.
Our mission states: “The R. A. Fox Society brings like-minded individuals together and offers
educational opportunities to collectors of illustration art by R. Atkinson Fox and the many artists
and illustrators who produced their work during the Golden Age of American Illustration
(approximately 1890-1940).”
Our objectives are:
• Providing a forum for sharing information to learn more about the illustrative art produced
during the Golden Age of American Illustration, along with that period’s prominent illustrators
and artists
• Aiding in preservation of artworks from that time period
• Encouraging and proving educational opportunities and guidance to new collectors
• Creating a climate of friendship and camaraderie among members.

We seek to accomplish our mission and its objectives through the publication of an informative
quarterly newsletter; the creation and maintenance of the Society website (featuring postings and
links of interest to collectors); and convening our annual, national conference focused on
Illustration Art from the Golden Age of Illustration.
This last newsletter of the year brings a reminder of annual membership renewal. Attached is a
form which you can fill out and send to myself, or you can renew through the Fox Society website:
www.rafoxsociety.com.
Lastly, a big thanks to each and every one of you for helping make our Society a fun club. YOU
are the Society. You are the ones who keep our club moving, growing and learning. Have a
wonderful holiday season and see you in 2017!
THE 27TH ANNUAL EARLY 20TH CENTURY ILLUSTRATORS ART CONVENTION
by Russ Salazar, Convention Coordinator
Save the date - July 11-13, 2017 @ The Oxford Suites, 12226 N. Jantzen Drive, Portland,
Oregon 97217. The highlights for our convention include:
• A fantastic opportunity to view, buy, trade, sell original oils, vintage art prints, calendars and
other memorabilia by famous early 20th century illustrators
• Informative presentations on illustrators and topics important to the collector.
• Show ‘n Tell – Bring your “finds” and interesting stories to share.

• An exciting art auction with proceeds going to support R.A. Fox Society activities.
• A daily Hospitality Room with refreshments and snacks and the annual banquet dinner are
included in the low registration fee.
• Immediately followed by the 2017 Summer Portland Expo Antique Show July 14-16 located a
few minutes from the hotel. This is the largest and most popular antique show on the West Coast
(1500 dealers). Early Bird badges for early entry on Friday July 14, the day before the show is
open to the general public, are included in the low convention fee (a $30 value). See and buy the
best stuff before the crowds rush in. These badges will also allow a half hour early entry on
Saturday and Sunday.
• 2018 Society dues will be waived (a $35 value).
• The Oxford Suites has offered convention attendees a special group rate of $129/night for King
Suites and $135/night for Double Queen Suites. Complimentary hotel amenities include: Daily
breakfast buffet; afternoon cocktail reception with light supper; all suites equipped with
refrigerators, microwaves, am/fm radios, coffee makers, high speed internet; Airport and Expo
Center shuttle service. Make reservations directly with the hotel at (503) 283-3030 before June 10th
and be sure to tell the reservationist that you are attending the R.A. Fox Society Convention.

More information will be presented in the February issue of Fox Tales. For now, mark your 2017
calendars and begin to plan. If any questions, please contact Ron @ ronandcora@earthlink.net.
An application is attached to this mailing.

A Mystery Solved, with an introduction to James Arthur
Shown in a previous newsletter on "Fox Maybes", this image depicts a family welcoming a WWI
solider home. Based in part on the style of the blooming flowers, this was thought to be a possible
“Fox maybe”, although the opinions of our Fox collectors were split. We could not be certain …
until now. The mystery has been solved!

This image, recently discovered,
has been found attributed to the
artist James Arthur. Written below
the image "From Painting by
Arthur, titled Hail, The Conquering
Hero. The K T M Co". Our "Fox
maybe" is indeed painted by
another artist.

But, who is Arthur? Let's take a quick look at his life, thanks to Norm Platnick who provided this
information.
James Arthur was born in Montreal, Canada in 1855. His parents were immigrants from Scotland.
Being financially well off, James attended prestigious private schools where it is implied that he
developed the artistic eye that would influence his photographic work that followed. Arthur moved
to Detroit in 1881 and was married in 1882.
Arthur worked for and had a partnership with a man named Philbric who had an artist studio. This
collaboration dissolved around 1903 when Arthur formed his own company, Arthur Studios.
Unfortunately, Arthur died in 1912, at age 57, of a heart attack after which it is reported that Arthur's
brother took over the business. Further, it’s reported trusted employees continued with the actual
work. Most likely, the most trusted employee was the artist Leonora Goddard.

James Arthur started out as only a photographer, and his earliest prints are simply photographs. In
a few cases, they may feature a small area that has been hand-colored. Other photographers took
that route, most notably Wallace Nutting, who produced photos in which all areas were handtinted. But for his calendar work, Arthur originated and developed a different approach -- from his
photographs, only the faces were used, completely untouched by paint; all other areas of the photo
are entirely painted over. In its mature state, the background in the photograph was spartan,
because it became irrelevant; thus, one can find instances where the face on two different calendar
images is identical, but all the other, painted elements are completely different. An example is an
original Goddard painting that shows two ladies in a canoe. In the original photo, the ladies are
posed on a sawhorse.
Information about James Arthur appears in a 1907 Osborne Co. salesman's handbook:
“James Arthur is, strictly speaking, not a painter but a photographer. He has, however, treated
photography as an art, and many attractive and thoroughly popular subjects in the Osborne lines of
the past are representative of this work. His art consists in what might be called "building a
picture." In the first place he selects a model to pose before the cameras and his artistic judgment
is well shown in the fact that he has deliberately refused to used professional models, because, as
he says, ‘I find more grace and sweetness of expression in models from private life’. Some of the
girls who pose for him have done so from childhood.
When he has a picture in mind the model is carefully selected and then the costume is carefully
thought out to correspond with the subject of the picture. The model is then posed on a plain
background and taken by the camera. After the negative is made an artist colors the picture and
introduces into the background the accessories appropriate to the pose and composition of the
subject. When the picture is completed it is very difficult to tell where the brush of the artist ends
and the photography begins.”
Want to learn even more about James Arthur? We'll have to wait a little longer as Norm is in the
process of writing about this artist. In the meantime, be sure to check out Norm's books on many
other artists of the Golden Age of Illustration:
www.enchantmentink.com.
For now, lets view some
beautiful images produced
by the Arthur Studios.

Family, Indian Maidens,
pretty ladies, all by the
Arthur Studios

Mysteries of R. A. Fox Maybes
This is a continuation of “unsigned Fox
maybes” – artwork so similar to known Fox’s
images that they’re nearly indistinguishable.
The imagery we discovered in the scenes
below certainly look like a Fox print but we
can’t say for certain. We find other images
that are very similar to these unsigned
maybes.
To the right is a group of children feeding
hay to two horses in a barn.
This was found on a 1909 salesman sample
with a title The Children’s Delight.

Now the mystery thickens. Below is a very
similar scene – three children are feeding
hay to what looks like the two identical
horses. The barn is made of blocks, not
wood. The two children on the right have
the identical stance in both images.
This is found on a 1912 calendar titled When
We Go to Grandpas.
Questions arise – did Fox or another artist
paint both scenes? Or did Fox or the other
artist copy the other? No signatures or
attributions to help us, so for now, the artist
of both these images remains a mystery.
My guess is the top image is by Fox, the
bottom perhaps by another artist.

Here’s another mystery image
of a hunter taking a break,
mending his dog’s paw.
This looks so Fox-like: the style
of trees, rough textured tree
trunk & flowers, and the bright
sky with light clouds.

In a very similar image, we have the same
hunter smoking a pipe, sitting on a tree trunk,
mending his dog’s paw. Besides the hunter,
the sitting position of the one dog on the right
is identical in both images.

The major differences include the sky, foliage,
trees, and the stance of the two dogs.
Since this second image shown to the right
was on a calendar from the 1930s, it is
assumed this artist copied from the earlier
version of the image. Someone copied either
from Fox, or another unknown artist. I tend to
think Fox was the artist of the original hunter
shown at the at the top.

A better close-up comparison of the two images.

Another mystery. On the left is a 1930 calendar with image of R. A. Fox’s Sunrise. To the right is
a fan that shows what looks like the same lady leaning against the pillar, and similar water and
mountains. What is significantly different is the additional vines on the pillar, the fountain in place
of the potted mums. Did Fox paint both scenes? Another mystery of an unsigned image.

This next image shows a horse grazing inside a wood fence with an older barn on the left, and
several sheep. This image is titled The Pensioner.

The aspects of this print that look like Fox are the style of trees, the brightly colorful flowers in the
pasture, and the minute details of a car in front of a large home in the far distance. This has to be
a Fox!

We close this section by looking at
two hunting scenes with a hunter
and dog. Both very, very Fox-like.
No signature or titles.
Bottom image found on a 1907
calendar.

Framed together this
identified R A Fox hunter
and dog on the right with
the image just seen.

R. Atkinson Fox Society Outreach Program
by Chris Wong

We have added a Facebook group as a new method for our collecting club to reach the community.
By this method we can provide awareness of our club, share our stories, ask questions, and open
up two-way communications with those of like interest. We are branching out to include those who
are interested in the art from the Golden Age of Illustration.
Here is all you have to do. In the "Search Facebook" box in the very upper left corner in the blue
bar enter: R. Atkinson Fox Society. You will see a button that says "Join". Depending on the
admin's availability (5 minutes to 2 days) you will be added to the group. Once you have joined
and if there are too many notifications for you, change it by selecting "Notifications" in the picture
displayed at the top of the page.
If you have any questions, feel free to write me at rafox@newfdawg.com.

Classifieds:

Sell – see ad to the right –
Framed R A. Fox Dawn for only $4.45,
from The Rockford, N.Y. Register-Gazette,
On October 1, 1929. A good price for
a Fox framed print in 1929!!

Sell - R A Fox images with horses. Contact
Ron at ronandcora@earthlink.net for
pictures and information.

The next newsletter is due out in February.
Be sure to have any interesting finds, or
stories to share by January 30th. A
reminder, the classified section is
available to members who wish to sell or
buy.
And be sure to renew your membership
now so you don’t miss out on a single
issue.
The February issue will present:
•
•
•
•

New Fox find,
Fox paintings,
Illustration artist Bryon Newton,
Discovered images that may well be
by R. A. Fox (You’ll have to see yourself),
• And more!

